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Repression Felt
by South African
Christian Leader
UNIVERSITY CHRISTIAN
MOVEMENT
P.O. Box 31846
Braamfontein, Tvl.
14th October. 1971
It is my very painful duty to in-
form you that Mr. Bokoane Jus-
tice Moloto received a banning
order from the Minister of Jus-
tice the Hon. PC. Pelser, under
the Suppression of Communism
Act. The order restricts Justice
to the Mafeking Magisterial dis-
trict for 3 years (24th September
1971 - 30th September 1974).
The following are the main re-
strictions imposed on Justice:- He is to be confined to themagisterial district of Mafe-
king (although his 'home town'
is Rustenburg and his mother
and brothers live in Johannes-
burg). _- He may not enter any 'Bantu'area whatsoever except 'Mot-
shiwastat', a section of the
Mafeking location.- He may not enter any 'Colour-ed'or'Asiatic' area.- He may not enter any factory,any place where any publica-
tion is prepared, printed or pub-
lished, the premises of any or-
ganization, any education in-
stitution, any court of law (ex-
cept as accused or witness or
to apply to a magistrate for
exemptions from the order).- He may not communicate withany other banned person.- He may not publish or assist inpublishing in any way whatso-
ever.- He may not give educational in-struction to any person except
a person whose parent he is.
(He has nochildren!).- He may not take part in anyway whatsoever in the activi-
ties of any organization.- He may not attend any gather-ing (social, educational or po-
litical) or any gathering where
social intercourse may 'al-
so' take place between persons.
After his dentention by the Se-
curity Police in Johannesburg,
Justice was taken to Mafeking.
He was given an unfurnished
house in which he is to live for
the next 3 years. The house is a
house set aside for a senior clerk
in the Tswana Territorial Au-
thority. He was given this house
as, preparing for the banning,
the 'authorities' had, ironically,,
secured him employment as a
senior clerk in the Tswana Ter-
ritorial Authority, Department of
Justice!
This sets the terrifying scene
of aloneness for Justice for the
next three years. As he is un-
married he must live alone and
is not permitted to take in any
lodger or to sub-let the 4-roomed
house.
We need, however, to reflect on
some of the things Justice has
been doing in the fairly immed-
iate past, particularly within the
UCM.
At the Stanger Conference in
1969 Justice was elected the third
president of the UCM. This was
a decision which took the UCM a
tremendous step forward. Be-
ing a UNISA student resident in
Johannesburg he was able to be
virtually a full-time member of
the staff and was able to travel
around the country visiting most
of the branches. Being black and
in close communication with
black students he was able to
play a leading role in the de-
velopment of black consciousness.
The impact of this was felt pow-
erfully at our 1970 Conference at
Roadepoort where Justice him-
self, re-elected President (a
tribute to his contribution to the
work of the UCM), led the UCM
to look seriously at its own mul-
ti-racial structure and to ask
whether this structure was aiding
or hampering the quest for free-
dom in South Africa.
During his second term of office
as President Justice was again
able to be virtually a full-time
member of the UCM staff (for
which he paid the penalty of hav-
ing to repeat one of his majors!)
Slowly Justice's commitment
to and enthusiasm for the lit-
eracy programme and com-
munity development grew. He
saw clearly and passionately
advocated the need for black
students to feed back their skills
and talents into the oppressed
black community to enable that
community to gain the skills to
help themselves. During this
second term of office he laid the
foundations for our rapidly ex-
panding literacy programme -
training teachers, trying to get
student volunteers and setting up
links between the students and
the illiterates. In addition he visit-
ed campuses attempting to en-
able the local UCM Committees.
In recognition of these services
and as an expression of confi-
dence in his tremendous leader-
ship he was elected General Sec-
retary of the UCM at our Con-
ference this year at Eston. He
was also elected as Director of the
Literacy Programme. In the
time between Conference and his
banning (with the prospect of his
examinations breathing down his
neck) Justice continued to work
tremendously hard in the cause
of literacy which had become his
first love.
In order to make it possible for
him to be employed by the UCM
and the Literacy project an ap-
plication was made for his ad-
mission to Johannesburg from his
'homeland' - Rustenburg. Per-
haps our troubles started here.
Whether they did or did not is
not particularly relevant, except
to note that on our last visit to
the Non-European Affairs De-
partment of the Johannesburg
Municipality we were asked to
wait while an absent official
The following letter was mailed to the Cord by contacts within the
World Council of Churches. It is printed here to express this papers
indignation towards the continuedperpetuation of the white racist
apartheit system in South Africa today.
The University Christian Movement is a counterpart to the Student
Christian Movement of Canada. In South Africa it has taken an
active role in opposing the system of apartheit. The consequences
of this are demonstrated by the document.
was being telephoned. We were
kept waiting for an hour before be-
ing dismissed and requested to
return 'on Monday. (This was
Friday 24th September). As
we left the building we walked
straight into the eagerly grasp-
ing arms of two Security Pol-
icemen. A mere coincidence
that they were there at precisely
this moment? From that mo-
ment he was not free of the pres-
ence of the S.B. until, in Mafeking,
he was served with the banning 1
order of the Minister of Justice.
So Justice, a committed Chris-
tian, passionately concerned
for his people and especially the
most oppressed sector of his
people, and a man ready to work
for virtually no income in order
that his people might learn to
read and write, is banned. The
Minister, in his order, wrote that
he is satisfied 'that you engage
in activities which are futhering
or are calculated to further
the achievement of any of the ob-
jects of communism. We, in
our estimation, are satisfied that
he was engaged in activities
which were calculated to furth-
er the development of full, free,
vibrant and creative human be-
ings. I hope the Minister does
not equate this with Communism
because, if he does, hopefully we
are all guilty!
The tragedy of this banning is
its senseless waste! A gifted and
devoted young black leader is
cut off from the people he loves
and silenced just when his re-
sources were so desperately
needed.
Being banned in South Africa is
almost like being dead. When you
are dead you can do nothing about
it, though others can carry on
your efforts and try to overcome
the disease that caused the
death. When you are banned there
is nothing anyone can do about it
except try to see to it that the
liberating work is not silenced
with you and try to overcome the
sickness in society which sanc-
tions this arbitrary authoritarian
insult.
But being banned is also not at
all like being dead. You can con-
fine a man as much as you like,
but you cannot stop him thinking- and when his thinking is partof a larger dream which has the
sweet smell of freedom about it
you cannot confine it, kill it or
bury it. You can also communi-
cate with the living in the ordin-
ary human way of letters and
gifts of support and caring love
(2170 Motshiwa Township, Mafe-
king, Cape).
(P.S. This letter has been delay-
ed as a result of tremendous dif-
ficulties encountered in being
able to see a copy of the banning
order).
Yours sincerely,
BASIL MOORE
ACTING SECRETARY
Partial
Representation
for Students
by David McKinley
WLU students have been denied
parity and instead granted some
representation on Committees
dealing with hiring and contract
renewal of faculty.
The University Senate in its
November meeting gave approval
to portion of Senate Commission
on Responsibilities first major
report. The recommendations
have been ratified by the Board of
Governors and are now to be im-
plemented as policy.
Committees responsibility for
hiring and renewing contracts
will "normally" include at least
two students. Such committees
will be advisory to the chairman
of the department.The chairman's
recommendations, along with any
dissenting view, will be given to
theDean of the faculty.
The new policy does not give
students the parity representation
they have continually demanded.
The Commission did state, "As
experience is acquired within the
department, the department may
choose to increase the student
representation."
Students have been given in es-
sence, the old 2:X formula. Senate
rejection of the 2:X formula last
year led to a two day student
strike.
A further recommendation was
for the establishment of a uni-
versity newspaper to be publish-
ed monthly. The paper will "in-
form the entire university com-
munity of policies and program-
mes", a task the Commission, felt
the student newspaper has not
and shouldnot be doing.
The recommendations of the
Commission narrowly escaped
being shelved by the Senate. A
motion to refer the proposal to
departmental committees for
opinion was first passed 17-16.
The motion was brought back on
a technicality and defeated in a
secret ballot 24-16. Instrumental
in the motion's initial passage
was the absence of two student
senators.
Student response to their i\ev/
representation has been negligible.
As suggested by one Commission
member, this is partly due to the
fact that the Commission had
been effectively discredited by stu-
dentsand faculty alike.
Police to
Examine Bomb
Protest Films
by Paul Jones
The Sarnia police department
plans to examine films of the rec-
ent anti-Amchitka bomb protest at
the Bluewater Bridge. The police
wish to determine the cause of
the movement of protestors from
their original position at the Can-
adian Customs booth to the actual
occupation of thebridge.
Chief of police James Clarke
claims that the organizers of
the protest had not intended this
to occur. Chief Clarke said that
some of the police present at the
demonstration have the feeling
that two or three newsmen cover-
ing the story may have been res-
ponsible for instigating the move.
The move occurred approxim-
ately Vz hour after about 1,000
students from the University of
Western Ontario and Lambton col-
lege began their demonstration.
Derek Smith, a student repres-
entative of the Lambton conting-
ent at the demonstration stated
"we wanted everyone to block ac-
cess to the bridge on the Canadian
side."
When the contingents from WLU,
U of W and Connestoga College
arrived at the demonstration the
activities were centered at the
American Customs office. No pol-
ice photographers were present
from this point till thebridge open-
ing at 8 pmthat evening.
Chief Clarke said the film is be-
ing viewed to determine if news-
men instigated the bridge occupa-
tion and that if this is the case
some "chastisement" may be in
order. He said the primary pur-
pose for the viewing would be to
assure that similar instigations
would not occur in the future.
Students who contacted Chief
Clarke said that they have been
invited to view the films some-
time this week.
When asked what he felt was the
real purpose of this police inves-
tigation of the demonstration
films Derek Smith stated "the
police do legitimately want to de-
termine if the press was encour-
aging illegal acts at the bridge.
I also see this as a move by the
police to scare those who partici-
pated in theprotest."
Representatives of the WLU
delegation to the protest will be
informed if the filming includes
any of their portion of the dem-
onstration and will ask to view
the films themselves if this is
thecase.
Radio Lutheran
90.9 Grand River
Cable FM
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Monday
9:00a.m. -SignOn
9:05 a.m. - Del Bopper
11:45a.m. -WorldNews
12:00p.m. -Afternoon Music
4:00 p.m. - Music for dinner -RickDow
6:00 p.m.-UNICOM NEWS
6:30p.m. - JAZOO withTim Coop-
er.
8:30 p.m. - Exposure - Derek Rey-
nolds.
9:30 p.m. - A Bit of Alright -
AndyWhittaker
11:30p.m. -Mack's Music till two.
Tuesday
9:00a.m.-SignOn
9:05 a.m. - Barb Kerr -Light Mus-
ic.
11:45a.m.-WorldNews
12:01p.m. - Afternoon Music2:00p.m. - Gene Sandberg
6:00 p.m. - UNICOM NEWS
6:30p.m.-PhilIn
7:00p.m.-Neil Anthes-
10:00 p.m. - JAZZ OMNIBUS -
Peter Hyne.
12:00p.m. - Tom Stevens till two.
Wednesday
9:00a.m.-SignOn
9:05 a.m. - Morning Mania with
MargMcGraw
11:45a.m. -WorldNews
12:01p.m. -Jake Arnold
2:00p.m. -Jim Russell
4:00p.m. -Paul McEachern
6:00p.m.-UNICOMNEWS
6:30p.m. - Mindblast
6:45 p.m. - THE FOLKE ART
withDave Minden
9:00p.m.-SteveTodd
11:00 p.m. - Pink Pickels andGreen Cheese with
Smiley.
Thursday
9:00a.m.-SignOn
9:05 a.m. - Good Morning - Anne
Stewart.
11:45a.m. -WorldNews
12:01p.m.-PeterHunt
2:00p.m. -GregConnor
4:00p.m.-Elaine
6:00p. m. - UNICOM NEWS6:30 p.m. - THE ROUNDS with
Bill Faulkner
9:00 p.m. - MOR - Phil Turney11:00 p.m. - John Snider and Mad-
ness till two
Friday
9:00a.m.-SignOn
9:05a.m.-ErnieFish (H20)
11:45a.m.-WorldNews
12:01p.m.-BradOliver
2:00p.m. -Art Kumpat
4:00p.m. -Larry Halko6:00p.m.-UNICOMNEWS
6:30p.m. -DaveHelm
9:00p.m. -Gary Ware
11:00p.m. - Peter Nieuwhof
Saturday
9:00a.m.-SignOn
9:05 a.m. - CHILDREN'S HOUR
withBarbara
10:30a.m. - Music for Saturday
12:00p.m. - Alan Buchnea2:00 p.m. - CALYPSO with Geor-
ge McCalman
4:00p.m. -AlForrestor
8:00p.m.-SPACEPROBE
9:00p.m. -Stopat Struens
11:00p.m.-MarkSully
Sunday
9:00a.m.-SignOn
9:05a.m.-CLASSICS
12:00p.m. -Smokey Valley
2:00 p.m. -Jenny
4:00 p.m. - Gordand/or Mark6:00 p.m. - BLUES with Jim Col-
lins
8:00p.m.-SUNDAY NIGHT
9:00 p.m. -Dilemna
11:00p.m. -Vic Ragozins.
®0 pt..-
THURSDAY, NOV. 18
Academic Awards Night
8:00 pm RmlEl
Pub
"Spot Farm"
.$75 WLU $1.00others
Ballroom 8:00 pm
Careertalks
Careers in Law
Rm.2E56:45-8:00pm
Free Studio Workshop
Painting, Graphics Etc.
Center Hall of WLU
Ph. 5794095 after 12noon
FRIDAY, NOV. 19,
Kit Carson
Tunnel Inn Coffee House
84 Fredrick St. 9 pm
$1.00
SATURDAY, NOV. 20,
Kitchener CollegiateAuditorium
Dr. Terry Winter
Contemporary Christian Evange-
lism
7:45 pm
Kit Carson
Tunnel Inn Coffee House
84 Fredrick St. 9 pm
$1.00
tobe' is s regular featurelisting campusandcommunityevents. Submis-
sions are invited from groups and organ/rations. Deadline for submis-
sions is Monday 4 pm. preceding date of publication. ContactCord
745-6110, 745-6119 orJohn Taylor 744-1051, 742-9808.
MONDAY, NOV. 22,
Ballet and Modern Dance Work-
shop
Ballroom 7 - 8 pm
International Club
African Night Spectacular
Mezzanine Dining Hall
(play, song, dance)
Free Refreshments
7:30 pm
TUESDAY, NOV. 23,
Creative WritingWorkshop
Educational Services
GroupRoom (downstairs)
4-5:30 pm
Play
"To Become A Drummer"
Student Union Ballroom
preformed by Creation "2"
$1,008:30 pm
Folk Club
_
Lounge of East HallBasement
7:oopm
Films
"Actof the Heart"
"I Love My Wife"
Ballroom $1.00
8:00 pm
STUDENTS
SAVE 10%
WEb***** mmmmmm!^^r7^s!^mm!m^mmmm~~~~ m^bem\ memmM mmM
am m\
Mm WrM Wv im B^-H
■ ■ jam - W
b b- $m /H HN| v
A WALTERS DIAMOND
4 Prong Solitaire Tapered Baguettes Diamond Duette
$250 $600 $150
Star Cluster Diamond Heart Star Motif Setting
with ruby or blue $99 $200
saphire centra U\B $300 B
YOUR STORE
v.*..-n. ■:«n v ree Lifetime Insurance on EveryH Your Credit O.K. n;„ m--,4 coj . w i.w. ~. . Uio ond bold at Walters.Wltn US. Choose Your Diamond in Privacy10percent of our Dlomond Room.
Student
DiscountI WALTERS I
CREDIT JEWELLERS LTD.
151KmgW. Kitchener — 744-4444
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 24,
Bridge Club
Central Teaching Building
Rm. 3-304
8:00 pm
Films
"Act of the Heart"
"ILove My Wife"
Ballroom $1.00
8:00 pm
I Love You, Billy Striker
performed by Creation 2
$1,008:30 pm
Theatre Auditorium
IVCF Supper Meeting
Mezzanine 6 pm
Speaker Louis Capson
director, Creation 2
THURSDAY, NOV. 25
StudentFederation Films
U. of W. Campus Center
"The Revolutionary" -JohnVoigt
"Ned Kelly" - Mick Jagger
"Gunga Din"
8:00 pm
Coming. ..
Sunday, November 28,1971
WLU Seminary Chapel
Advent Candlelight Service
Poor Peoples Concert
Saturday, November 27,1971
Ballroom 8:00 pm
Free
Saturday, November 27,1971
Big Brother Athletic Day
Athletic Complex U. of W.
10:00am-1:00pm
FreeLunch
Synthesis Stereo Shop
"Save Even More Sale*"
Get Superb Equipment (while it lasts) at a Sizzling
Low Price Sale
Dual n. Sony TPioneer Teac
10% to 30% off
Starts Fri
Panasonic Ravel (t" end o<Nov)
Dynaco Noresco
Fisher
￿ One of the great reasons to shop synthesis
is the day-in, day-out savings (blush) we're famous for!
(©yrtnefij
/ Westmount Place/579-5650
SAC troubled with 1st meeting
by Scan Conway
Bob McKinnell met strong
opposition at last Thursday's
SAC meeting. The newly-
elected President chaired the
first meeting of a very divided
council.
McKinnell's opening remarks
stressed co-operation: "I hope
that we will be able to build a
strong and representative gov-
ernment that will serve all the
students of WLU. We must
all co-operate in striving toward
this goal.''
In the midst of McKinnell's
address, Rick Vassair inter-
rupted with the first of several
procedural points. Vassair ar-
gued convincingly that McKin-
nell had no right to begin the
meeting without accepting the
minutes of the last meeting. It
was some time before the chair-
man regained control of the as-
sembly. McKinnell, somewhat
promised that he would
have a better knowledge of Rob-
ert's Rules of Order at the next
meeting.
The second issue on the agenda
dealt with the creation of a Com-
munity Affairs Department. Af-
ter much confused deliberation,
the entire issue was shelved for
future study.
Ratification of the new Execu-
tive led to considerable debate.
McKinnell presented the fol-
lowing slate: Peter Catton, Vice-
President Executive; John
Godin, Vice-President Finan-
ces; Lynda Gibb, Director of
University Affairs; Jake Ar-
nold, Director of Student Ac-
tivities; and Penny Stewart, as
Director of Media.
In the ratification votes Jake
Arnold, Penny Stewart, and
Lynda Gibb were all quickly af-
firmed by Council. However,
the two most obvious McKinnell
candidates Catton and Godin
faced very strong opposition.
John Godin was embarrassingly
rejected in a close vote. Catton
managed to stagger through a
series of questions concerning
his credentials. Peter Kyriakeas
was interested in knowing
whether Mr. Catton would sup-
port a continuance of the con-
troversial student-faculty eval-
uations. Catton replied "yes, I
would have to say that I would go
along with evaluations.
It takes guts to accept some of
the criticisms that are levelled in
some of those evaluations.'' Cat-
ton was less affirmative in an-
swering questions on the parity
issue. At one point, he com-
mented: "No, I don't think stu-
dents are ready for parity yet as
they have not shown themselves
to be too very competent at
times."
Council voiced concern and
consternation over the recent
resignation of the former finance
manager Murray Dick. Paul
Jones lamented the fact that Mr.
Dick's services were no longer
available to SAC. Jones continu-
ed by asking the President why
he had not approached Murray
to see if he would reconsider his
resignation. Bruce Wilson inter-
jected with a comment which
seemed to indicate that Mc-
Kinnell had little use for the
former finance manager.
In other business Council vot-
ed against allowing a represen-
tative of the Campus Life Plan
to engage in selling such insur-
ance on Campus.
A member of the Student Di-
rectory staff outlined the circum-
stances surrounding the late
arrival of this year's Directory.
This publication will not be
available for, at least, another
four weeks.
SAC also endorsed a motion in
support of the November 20 dem-
onstration for the repeal of the
Abortion laws. A further mo-
tion which called for the hiring
of a bus to take students to a
Toronto abortion rally, was
narrowly defeated. In this in-
stance, McKinnell took advan-
tage of a procedural rule that
allows the chairman to cast the
tying vote in the negative and
thus defeat the motion.
One final item dealt with the
Murray Dick resignation. Coun-
cil passed a motion expressing
its appreciation of his services.
Dick is to receive a prorated
honorarium representing eight-
twelfths of the normal honor-
arium for that office.
Slim hope for jobs
by John Taylor
A glimmer of hope was given
to the graduating Arts Students
last Wednesday, November 10 at
the "Careertalk" session spon-
sored by the Ontario Public Ser-
viceCommission.
The careertalk session, plan-
ned by the Ontario Public Ser-
vice to enlighten students of the
possibilities of employment
with their departments, unfor-
tunately managed to brighten
the future of only a small pro-
portion of the grads. Blow num-
ber one was that if students don't
want to work in Toronto they
might as well forget the Ontario
Public Service since 80% of
their work is centered in and
around T.O. Blow two followed
swiftly when it was realized
that out of approximately 1800
departments within the Ontario
Public Service each depart-
ment hires only one or two new
personnel each year. Things
however took a turn for the
brighter side, at least for those
in Sociology, Psychology, Geo-
graphy and Economics when it
was discovered that because of
the flexibility of students in these
fields they fill the majority of
vacancies with the Service.
But what about the remaining
75% of the graduates? As Mark
Garber of Campus Magazine
puts it "start levelling with
yourself. Define your goals. At-
tempt to order your priorities
and remember Thoreau's beauti-
ful dictum: 'If you have built
castles in the air, your work
need not be lost; that is where
they should be. Now put some
foundations under them.' Your
attitude now - and your actions
between now and graduation are
the foundations of your future
career'"
Just what is in store for em-
ployment with the Ontario Pub-
lic Service next May depends on
dozens of current economic prob-
lems, but that doesn't mean to
give up a battle not yet begun.
Now is the time to plan your, strategy and to be ready to come
out attacking the employment
problem. A problem that is only
as grim as the placement of-
fice makes it.
photo by Jones
They moved slowly, with caution and old age. To mount the stairs to ourballroom is taxing to anyone. At
sixty it is a dangerous effort. Chairs were provided at each landing . . .just to rest. CommunityServices Bank
and the Canadian Mental Health Association held a Haloween dance October 30 for patients from homes
for special care throughout the KW area. It is difficult to comprehend happiness and simple excitement.
You can begin by attending the next get together, November 26.
Raffle to aid
the needy
by Paul Jones
A split off section of Religion
and Culture 330 at WLU has or-
ganized a raffle to aid families
found in financial difficulties
this Christmas.
They plan to sell raffle tickets
throughout the school costing
25c the proceeds of which will
go to providing presents and food.
Families will be choosen
through consultation with the
United Church and the Red
Cross.
Each week during pub night in
the student Union Ballroom, a
winner wll be picked from those
tickets sold throughout this week,
the prize being a 26 ounce bot-
tleof Southern Comfort.
Tickets can be purchased from
Sam Houston 576-8092 or
Brenda Nanton 745-3225 or any
member of the 330 B class around
the school. If you are not ap-
proached personally and want
to buy a ticket to aid this charity
venture call one of the above
numbers.
During the month of December
the group also plans to set up a
large gift box in the concourse.
Students are urged to deposit
discarded toys and clothes
which can be given to needy fam-
ilies during Christmas.
Religion and Culture 330 is a
course in the University estab-
lished to allow students to par-
ticipate in community aid pro-
jects. Many students in the course
are active in the Community
Services Bank of SAC.
RADIO LUTHERAN PLANS
TO BUG YOU
Starting next week, Radio Lutheran
will be doing a series of sound tests in
the Torque room and the Dining Hall.
The radio staff will be testing the sound
volume at different levels in order to de-
termine at what level the station should
broadcast in these areas. Please help
by answering any questions that they
might ask.
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MOTOR HOTEL
• 3 ROOMS TO SERVE YOU—AND WE
KNOW HOW• LIVE ENTERTAINMENT• THIS WEEK: • THURS..FRI.. SAT.
in THELOWER DECK lounge
PATLUDWIG AND HIS TRIO
Sat.
in
"THE CAPTAIN'S TABLELOUNGE"
hwy|4oi i<THE ALADDINS"
I PHONE 653-3269
M
; see you at khz 2>
THE
CORD
WEEKLY
Editor - Paul Jones
Managing Editor - David McKinley
Photo Editor- Warren Howard
Sports Editor - Bill Schuster
Advertising Manager-Paul Cowley
Offices - Student Union Bldg.
Telephone- 745-6119
745-6110
"A law that has more bad affects than good
ones is a bad law. We believe the present abortion
law should be amended ... We have come to the
conclusion that each woman should have the right
to decide if she will terminate pregnancy."
Chapter 4. Paragraph 240,
241 of Royal Commission.
The Cord Weekly is published by the Student
Board of Publications Incorporated of Water-
loo Lutheran University. Editorial opinions
are independent of the University, Students
Administrative Council and the Board of Pub-
lications. The Cord is a member of the Cana-
dian University Press service.
ersletterslettersletterslettersletter
Athletes Given the
Runaround . . . Again
Dear Editor:
In your issue of October 29th I
wrote a letter concerning certain
matters about the Athletic De-
partment. I would like to mention
in this letter that someone "blew
a fuse" again.
For over six weeks about five
or six people trained for the
O.U.A.A. Cross-Country Meet on
November 6th at U. of W. The
team submitted a list of members
who were able to participate, over
a week before the meet The Ath-
letic Office received the list but
nothing was done about it till the
Wednesday before the competi-
tion. By then it was too late. W.L.U
had the team, but the Athletic De-
partment more than likely filed
the application under "GR" —
garbage, for future reference if
it is beneficial to us". Some team
members trained fairly hard for
the meet. There was always a loy-
al few who turned up to practice
everday. These people were dis-
appointed thanks to the Athletic
Department. One team member
spent a considerable amount of
time phoning people about prac-
tices. There is NO excuse for the
Athletic Department doing what
they did. They blew it in regards
to the O.U.A.A. Track & Field
Meet, and now this. Are they in-
terested only in producing win-
ning teams, living in past mem-
ories of victories, and discourag-
ing just the idea of competition
unless there is a trophy in it for
them? Are they interested only in
the "Big 3" sports, and nobody or
nothing else matters? Is the Ath-
letic Department representing
the student body FULLY, or is it
catering to a minority few and
their fanciful whims? Maybe
there will be answers about the
above in my next rip-off letter
about theAthletic Department.
Neil Campbell
On Use of Cord
Photo Fascilities
Editor
In last week's "Letters to the
Editor" column I was quoted as
stating "Every Tom, Dick and
Harry" could not use the Board of
Publications' darkroom. I did not
make this statement. In fact, I
tend to agree with Mr. Johan-
son's point of view, but there are
many problems involved in open-
ing this darkroom to the general
useof the students.
First, the darkroom is general-
ly used more than ten hours per
week as stated by Mr. Johanson.
Actually to produce last week's
Cord, the darkroom was used for
about twenty-five hours by the
various members of the Photo De-
partment. In the near future, the
Keystone will require the use of
the darkroom for a comparable
time. This does not take into ac-
count the work of the advertising
department or the work for the
Chiaroscuro, both of which also de-
pend on the Board of Publications'
Darkroom. Still there is enough
time in one week for some other
students to use the darkroom as
long as the Cord Photo Depart-
ment has priority since most of the
photo work is done on a rush basis
because the exact sizes of the
photos for the Cord are not known
until the copy is laid out and ready
to go to theprinters.
Secondly, the budget of the
Photo Department would have to
be increased to cover the greater
consumption of supplies, since we
are on a very tight budget now
(Our total budget for the whole
year, including new equipment, is
less than the amount S.A.C. spent
on one month's phonebill).
If Mr. Johanson wants to use the
darkroom, he could join the photo
department and in return for his
work on the Cord or the Keystone
could use the darkroom, if he
supplies his own paper, of course.
Warren Howard.
Cord Photo Editor
Against Abortion
Editor
Is the destruction of a human
foetus in the mother's womb a
qualified murder? Up to the be-
ginning of this century, philosoph-
ers and scientists were very vague
in regard to this matter. In order
to answer this question correctly,
it is necessary to know at what
precise moment, after concep-
tion, that human life begins. The
answer to this basic question lies
in the Science of Cellular Biology
and Genetics. In both theseareas,
spectacular progress has been
made in the last decade. In the
past 15 years, many scientific
laboratories have brought out the
mechanism of life and cellular re-
production in general, and in the
human being in particular. While,
at Harvard, they were discovering
the structure of desoxyribonucleic
acid, thatrevolutionized tradition-
al cytology, researchers from Tor-
onto and Winnipeg were making
important discoveries about the
mechanism of hereditary trans-
mission. Thus, by corollary, we
have been shown theperfect con-
tinuity of the development of the
human being from the initial cell
which will multiply itself up to six-
ty billion times in twenty years to
form an adult. Also genetics has
proven that the initial cell contains
the complete plan or "blueprint"
of the man or woman it will be-
come, having in it from the very
beginning more than 100,000 spec-
ifications codified on the gene of
chromosomes. It is thus that the
resultant man or woman will be
distinct and differentiated from
3 billion other human beings on
the planet. Where then does hu-
man life begin? To be specific, in
thefirst initial cell of the embryo.
Therefore if human life begins
in the embryo, where do it's
rights begin? Logic or simple
common sense tells us, the same
place that conception has taken
place.
It's deplorable to see a Civil
Code that does not acknowledge
a child's civic rights until he is
born. Such a mentality is, to say
the least, mediaeval. Even more
revolting is this "Women's Liber-
ation movement", which teaches
that a woman has anabsolute right
over herself physically and that
by consequence, in case of preg-
nancy she can be avorted at any
time she so desires. Let us immed-
iately say that neither woman
or men are in absolute authority
over their person: thus no one
has the right to commit suicide;
on the other hand, everyone has
not only the right, but also the
duty to maintain theirhealth.
Furthermore, if a woman has a
certain right over her person, is
it necessary to remind her that she
does not have the same rights over
the body of the child that lives in
her womb. It is not her body, both
physically and biologically it dif-
fers from hers. The only right Na-
ture gives the Mother over her
child, is the right to protect it
against the "folly of the century".
This is one of the main reasons
it is in her womb. Have you ever
heard of a Mother Swallow inviting
a squirrel for a "snack" made of
the eggs she just laid, so as not to
have the troubleof hatching them?
However that may be, if society
refuses the right to punish by death
a criminal such as Paul Rose, with
which I personally agree, why
should this same society have the
right to put to death thousands
and thousands of children by per-
mitting their murder in the Moth-
er's womb; and this for the most
futileand fleeting of motives.
Let us not delude ourselves: a
voluntary abortion which is pre-
meditated, planned, and per-
petrated is a qualified murder.
As for the advocates of this
new modern massacre of "Holy
Innocents" I will reciprocate with
the slightly altered phrase of the
celebrated poet Peloquin: 'Vous
etes pas tannes dc faire mourir
'les autres' bande dc caves!"
(Aren't you tired of having 'oth-
ers'killed, foils of you!)
Therese Martel Jutras M.D. .
Brutality in
northern Ireland
jails
LONDON (CUPI-LNS) - A
report released here Monday
(nov 8) indicates that prisoners
being detained in jails in North-
ern Ireland have suffered 'sav-
age beatings" and torture follow-
ing the imposition of a govern-
ment act that allows internment
withoutcharge or trial.
Amnesty International, a priv-i
ate organization that acts on the
behalf of political prisoners a-
round the world issued the report
following investigations it has
conducted in Ulster since the
passage of the internment bill
Aug. 9.
The group, which is based in
London, has called for an inter-
national commission of inquiry
into the brutal treatment of over
880 prisoners arrested as sus-
pected terrorists since August.
The report is based on the ex-
periences of some of those ar-
rested and divides abuses of
prisoners into two categories.
The first category details the
experiences of prisoners released
within 48 hours of their arrest.
These men say that members of
the British Army stationed in
Northern Ireland had beaten
them and had forced them to run
across obstacle courses contain-
ing broken glass and other for-
eignobjects without shoes on.
"these men were subjected to
calculated cruelties, imposed on
them soley for the entertainment
of their captors" the report says.
The second category contains
the accounts of men who have
suffered prolonged internment
under the law.
The Amnesty International re-
port said that' these men had
made allegations of "extremely
brutal cruelties coupled with
psychologically disorienting tech-,
niques to break the will."
Much of the material in the re-
port was gathered by Denis Faul
who has served as a one-man in-
vestigation commission in North-
ern Ireland since the passage of
the law.
Among the experiences of those
detained under the law are the
following:
". . .After about two hours I
was interrogated by two Special
Branch men whom I didn't rec-
ognize. They asked me about
the activities of my brothers and
two neighbors, was I in the IRA
(the Irish Republican Army) etc.
I said 'I am a pacifist.' They
wanted to know was I in a paci-
fist organization, what books I
read etc.
"At about 5 or6 p.m. I was forc-
ed to run a gauntlet over an ob-
stacle course with rough filling,
broken bricks and glass. I went
through a hole in the wall of
Crumlin Road Jail and was
thrown into a ditch. I was lined
up with others and a sergeant in
the military police forced us to
answer his question: 'What are
you?" The answer was: 'We are
animals, sir' We chorused this
several times..."
—signed, Brendan Anderson,
age 23.
"At 3:45 a.m. on Monday, Au
gust 9, four soldiers broke dowr
my front door and came upstair;
with guns at the ready. There
were six soldiers outside. I was
told that I was being arrestee
under the Special Powers Act. 1
was given 30 seconds to get i
towel and shaving kit into a sand
bag they gave me.
"I said 'I'm not the one you're
looking for as I only moved intc
this house a couple of days ago.
I showed them a letter to identify
myself. I was taken downstairs
and made to lie prone on the floor
while they radioed headquarters.
A little later they said, 'Come on,
you'll do.'
"I was thrown into a lorry and
taken to Paulett Avenue. They
called me a 'Catholic bastard'
They said, 'You'll need more than
your medals and the Virgin Mary
to save you now.'
"Later I was taken by four mili-
tary policemen along with four
other prisoners. I was forced to
run over broken glass and rough
stones without shoes to a helicop-
ter. I spent only 15 seconds in the
helicopter and then I was pushed
out into the hands of military
policemen.
"I was forced to crawl between
these policemen back to the
building. They kicked me on the
hands, legs, ribs and kidney
area. All the time they kept say-
ing things like, 'You are good Ca-
tholic dogs and we are your mas-
ters.
—signed Henry Bennett, age 25.
"When I arrived at Cirwood
Barracks, I was thrown out of a
jeep and made to crawl on all
fours into the corridor. I was
abused physically while I crawled.
"I was placed against the wall
with fingertips only giving me
support. Military police kicked
my shins and I fell flat on my
face. This action was repeated
several times with the variation
of punches to the stomach and
kicks on the shins, I don't remem-
ber howoften. ..
". . .Today I am confined to bed,
unable to walk and I don't know
whenI shall be able t0..."
—signed James Magilton, age 60
health: diabetic, suffered two
minor strokes.
"I heard a voice moaning while
myhands were tied above my head
against the wall. My head was
pulled back by someone catch-
ing hold of the back. At the same
time my backside was pushed in
to cause the maximum strain on
my body. This lasted five or six
hours until I fell to the ground...
"After I fell, I was lifted up
again and put against the wall.
The same routine was followed
until I again collapsed. This treat-
ment lasted for two to three days.
During that time I had no sleep
and no food."
—anonymous
There has been mounting
criticism of the Special Powers
Act throughout the world includ-
ing a protest march of over 10,000
people held in London, October
3L. . . .
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Study shows
indifference of
Canadian courts
TORONTO (CUP) - Canadian jus-tice and its day to day bureaucra-
tic machinery from the cop on the
beat to the judge in the courtroom
is permeated with "a corrosive in-
difference" for the welfare of ac-
cused persons.
This was the conclusion of a
study conducted by the Canadian
Civil Liberties Association finan-
ced by the counter-insurgency or-
ientedFord Foundation.
Teams of researchers in Hali-
fax, Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg
and Vancouver followed the cases
of more than 500 people from the
time of arrest to final disposition
of the cases through magistrates
or provincial courts.
Their statistical findings convey
what the report calls "a picture
of the daily grinding down of acc-
used human beings, not through
thebrutal violationof their bodies,
but through the piecemeal dimin-
uation of their dignity."
"Our system can be character-
ized by its plethora of cursory
trials defenceless interogations,
needless detentions and inadequ-
ate facilities."
They point out that 43 per cent
of those accused went through
trial without a lawyer, with only
nine per cent of those unrepre-
sented winning acquital compar-
ed to 20 per cent acquital for
those with a lawyer.
According to a CCIA spokesman
the study shows that there, isa sub-
stantial departure from the Bill
of Rights guarantee of theright to
counsel without delay.
The study also states that 62
per cent of the accused interview-
ed said they were not advised of
their right to remain silent; 55
per cent accused studied made
statements to the police and of
these, 17 per cent were given vol-
untarily.
In the study, 293 of the 500 ar-
rested persons answered ques-
tions about police brutality and
of these 25 percent claimed in-
jury at the hands of police before
reaching trial. The report cited
beatings by jail guards and ar-
resting officers.
Few beating victims had any
intention of taking legal action
against the police because they
are well aware that such action
either before the courts of the
police commission are seldom
successful.
In general, the authors of the
report found that people awaiting
trial spent too much time in jail,
the bail system was unfair, pro-
vincial courts were inefficient
and police regularly trampled on
the rights of those who ran afoul
of the legalsystem.
March In Ottawa To Repeal Abortion Law
Ottawa, November 20 Details of March
On October 30, in Dartmouth, Nova Scotia,
Prime Minister Trudeau finally came out witha de-
finite statement on the issue of abortion. For two
years, he has been challenged over and over by
women from across Canada. At that meeting, he
stated that "Women should be the ones to decide
whether they should have the right to have an abor-
tion if they want one." He went on to indicate that
he would be greatly influenced by opinions from
women on this issue.
And that's just what we will be doing November
20 in Ottawa!
This date has been set as International Abortion
Action Day. Women from around the world will
be raising their voices to establish that we want a
right to choose—repeal of theabortion laws.
For Ontario women, the main focus of action
will be Ottawa. We will be meeting at the Supreme
Court Building and marching to Parliament Hill
for a rally. From there, we will proceed to the
United Church for an assembly and a "mock
court" where testimony and a legal brief will be
presented to make the case for repeal of abortion
laws. Speakers will include Laura Sabia (Chair-
woman, National Ad Hoc Committee on the Status
of Women), Grace Maclnnis (N.D.P., Vancouver-
Kingsway) and Dr. Harriet Christie (Secretary of
the United Church of Canada'sBoard of Women).
Some Important Facts and Quotes
Friday, Nov. 19 - Leave K-W at 5:30 (bus or/andcar pool supplied)
- In Toronto, both child care
and billeting will be supplied for
the weekend.
Saturday, Nov. 20 - Leate Toronto by bus 7:00 a.m.
from Neill Weisik College, 96
Gerrard St. E.- Arrive in Ottawa 1:00p.m.
- 2 p.m. march leaves Supreme
Court, going to ParliamentHill;
3:30 United Church-mass as-
sembly, and mock court
- leave Ottawa 7:00 p.m.
- upon arrival in Toronto, again,
billeting willbe supplied.
Sunday, Nov. 21 -Leave Torontoby bus/car."Estimates (in the U.S.) made in various ways
place the number of illegal abortions at somewhere
between 300 thousand and 2 million annually: a
safe figure to talk about is about 1 million per year.
This results in about threeand four thousand deaths
annually, mostly from among thoseabortions done
by non-physicians or self-induced . . . Illegal ab-
ortion has become the greatest single cause of
maternal death. In the U.S. at present, it accounts
for about 45% of all maternal-deaths."
"Estimates are around 100,000 illegal abortions
in Canada each year and a probably three to four
hundred deaths."
Abortion in Canada, Eleanor Pelrine
new press/Toronto/1971
"I'm sick and tired of the inseminators making
the decisions for the bearers . . .We've worked in-
dividually up to now and it's time we got together
and worked for one aim—that women make their
own decisions."
Laura Sabia, Chairwoman, Ad Hoc Committee
on the Status of Women Report - Statement made
at Oct. 2 Ontario Abortion Action Conference in
Toronto.
"... The fundamental rights of the woman to
choose whether to bear children follow from the
Supreme Court's and this court's repeated ackno.w-
"Women should be the ones to decide whether
they should have the right to have an abortion if
they want one.''
Pierre Trudeau
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia
October 30,1971
ledge.ment of a 'right to privacy' and 'liberty' in
matters of marriage, family and sex."
Mr. Justice R.A. Peters, Supreme Court
of the state of California, Sept. 1969.
Organizing Will Continue
The petition campaign in support of Grace Mac-
Innis's bill to repeal the abortion laws will be
carried on into the winter. We Need millions of
signatures so . ..
For those who haven't yet, write a letter to the
Prime Minister and to local Provincial and Feder-
al members of Parliament urging repeal of the
abortion laws. *The Coalition will be holding a public speakout
or debate after the first of the year. Time and
place to be announced later. Anyone interested in
working for repeal of the abortion laws is urged to
phone.
WHO TO PHONE
The K-W Women's Coalition meets regularly Sa-
turday afternoons, Room 151, Humanities Build-
ing, University.of Waterloo, 1;3.0.p,n\. ~,,«,.,.
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.aurel Fischer 576-229
mna Cushman 744-579
(oan Caesar . .743-955:
■Jancy Zantinge 745-541i
Irving Layton at U of W
by Trish Wells
Irving Layton, powerful and
virile Montreal poet, gave a read-
ing of his poetry at U of W's Thea-
tre of the Arts Monday. His ap-
pearance was one in a continuing
series, "Canadian Poets and their
Works", being presented by the
University.
Layton is an old man now. Al-
most 60, he walked onstage dress-
ed in black turtleneck and black
pants, a pendant around his neck.
Yet there was nothing phoney
about the man—he came across as
real, warm, and intensely aware
of the world he lives in and the
life he has experienced so fully.
This awareness has sometimes
been mistaken for cynicism; from
only a slight knowledge of Lay-
ton's poems perhaps it is easy to
infer a bitterness and coldness.
His words are harsh and explicit,
ture. He does not try poetically
to beautify ugly situations, or to
ignore their existence. Read,
for instance, "Family Portrait":
That owner ofduplexes
has enough goldto sinkhimself
on a battleship. His children,
two sons and a daughter, are
variations
on the original gleam: that is,
slobs with a college education.
Right now thefour of them
are seated in the hotel's dining-
room
munching watermelons.
With theassurance of money
in thebank
they spit out the black, cool,
elliptical
melonseeds, and youcan tell
the old man has rocks
but no culture: he spits
gives the noise away free.
The daughter however is embar-
rassed
(Second Year Arts, McGill) and
sucks harder
to forget.
They're about as useless
as tits on a bull,
and I think:
"Thank heaven I'm not
Jesus Christ —
I don't have to love them."
Layton's wry humour was some-
thing that showed very obvious-
ly in her personal presentation.
The student audience warmed to
him Monday as he asked us in in-
troduction to curb if possible our
"overwhelming desire to applaud
every poem in appreciation of the
flawless beauty and inspired crea-
tive talent"of thepoems.
He would introduce each poem
he read with a personal anec-
dote or a bit of background; he
would laugh along with his audi-
ence at his own witicisms. The
students were in tune with him,
and the truths he brought to light
through his poems clearly hit
home many times.
If the modem poet's goal is to
enlighten the minds of people
and make them actively aware of
the evils and absurdities of this
world we all live in, then Irving
Layton, in my opinion and that of
the audience Monday, is a success.
Irving Layton
Radio Lutheran offers 'Ride Service'
Radio Lutheran announced the
beginning of 'C.T.S.', a childbrain
(sic) of Andrew Whitaker. C.T.S.,
code name for Centralized Trans-
portation System, will provide
up to the minute information a-
bout student transport, nation-
wide.
The system works simply to cir-
cumnavigate the many unread
and unnoticed posters which ap-
pear around the University such
as: "Ride Wanted to Toronto,
Leaving Friday 2 pm. Call Bill"
or "Riders invited to trip off to
Vancouver Thursday at 6:45. Get-
away car leaves Kingston Pen
(South Wall) Sunday, October 28/
71".
To offer or obtain a ride, call
Radio Lutheran at 578-9009 and
give the necessary information.
Their announcers will be on the
air from 9 in the morning till 2 at
night every day.
The system will only work if you
use it, and it is the hope of the radio
station that it can fulfill the needs
of the community in this area.
Commentary
a continuing column by Scan Conway
It is difficult to describe the
ridiculously unbelievable behav-
iour that was evident at last Thurs-
day's SAC meeting. Bob McKinnell
got absolutely nowhere in his first
meeting. His procedure and his
executive were strongly challeng-
ed. McKinnell met each bit of
opposition with a haughtiness that
precipitated even stronger criti-
cism.
Arts Representative Rick Vas-
sair was particularly discourte-
ous in his attitude toward Coun-
cil. The unusually quiet Vassair
shook with anger in opposing Mc-
Kinnell at almost every turn. Vas-
sair commented after the meet-
ing that McKinnell was on a power
trip. The Arts Representative sug-
gested he would provide a
"check" on the President. There
are few who will dispute the
claim that McKinnell is an ambi-
tions and mildly autocratic in-
dividual. However, Rick Vassair's
rudeness is not going to correct
this situation.
Much discussion centered
around the resignation of Murray
Dick. The former Vice-Presi-
dent of Finance felt that McKin-
nell had made little effort to un-
derstand the policies of former
SAC members. Dick expressed
concern at McKinnell's lack of
flexibility. He continued: "I un-
derstand that at last Thursday's
meeting, Bob encountered a lot
of block-voting. It seems to me
that if McKinnell wishes to avoid
this sort of factional politics, he
should improve his lines of com-
munication."
ONE of the reasons given for
Dick's resignation involved the
signing of key requisitions. A
short time before Dick resigned,
he had signed a key requisition
slip for James Mackrory. When
Mackrory went to pick up the key,
he was told that, although Dick's
signature had been acceptable
before, it was no longer so and
that McKinnell's signature was
required. When Dick was ques-
tioned about this instance he re-
plied "It certainly revealed a
most disagreeable aspect of Mc-
Kinnell's character. Unfortunate-
ly I did not have time to play
such games of innuendo and in-
timidation."
McKinnell replied to Dick's
objection by saying that he was
very concerned about the num-
ber of keys that were being dis-
tributed. "It was simply a mat-
ter of our getting control over the
keys and my intention was most
certainly not one of intimidation.
Perhaps the most preposterous
aspect of McKinnell's young ad-
ministration relates to his appoint-
ment of John Godin as Vice Pre-
sident of Finance. Godin, a first
year business student, was re-
jected by Council. The cash flow
through SAC is in excess of $250,-
-000 per annum. It was unreason-
able for McKinnell even to suggest
that a freshman possessed the
capabilities required for such a
position. It is true that SAC now
has a full-time bookkeeper. How-
ever, the complexity of corporate
finance seems to necessitate the
presence of a highly experienced
and competent treasurer. And
this, Godin wasnot.
Plagued by poor turnouts,
SAC meetings continue to be for-
ums of nonsense, factionalism, and
Kyriakean humour. As an effec-
tive legislative body, the Council
is an appaling failure. Hopefully,
Bob McKinnell's bad start is not
indicative of things to come.
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Earnings Insurance: Because
you'll make big money someday.
The future's bright now, your could give your dreams a jolt and
potential great. All the more reason bring financial hardship,
to consider Aid Association for Just a few dollars a month invested
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(AAL's name for disability income your financial future bright. See your
protection.) AAL representative, a fellow
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Your AAL Representative:
Theodore H. Luft Agency
86 Wedgewood Dr., Kitchener, Ont., Canada
Dr. Franklin E. Kameny at U of W "Gay is Good"
by George Olds
Ten years ago last Monday, Dr.
Franklin E. Kameny founded
what he then called the Mattachine
Society of Washington. At that
time a group of men gathered in
private homes, pulled down the
shades, locked the doors, and
spoke in whispers, for they were
not certain that it was even legal
for a group of homosexuals sim-
ply to gather to talk about the
then taboo subject.
On the tenth anniversary, Dr.
Kameny came to Waterloo Uni-
versity to speak to one of the
youngest organizations and the
public at large on the topic of
homosexuality and personal liber-
ation. A shit-kicker with the U.S.
government, he has served on
various committees and confer-
ences centering on homosexuality,
and has successfully defended
gays in court cases involving dis-
crimination on the grounds of sex-
uality. He is presently authoring
a book "The Federal Govern-
ment and the Homosexual Citi-
zen" and is the first publicly-
declared homosexual to run for
a public office (Congress, Wash-
ington D.C., 1971).
He arrived a K.W. airport in
typical K-W inclement weather,
but has never been stopped or de-
terred by bad weather in the
past. As he said, "God knows
his chosen people."
On a more serious note, he be-
gan his speech, saying that when
homosexuality is viewed as a
minority by the public at large,
"all the blame, all the burden is
put upon the homosexual. In rea-
lity, the problem is with the he-
terosexual, not the homosexual."
That is to say that we are judged
by the accepted norm in society,
and when not conforming to that
norm one is considered sick.
A constant analogy throughout
the evening was that between the
white/black relationship and
that of hetero/homosexual situa-
tion. In the past, it has been con-
sidered "White is better, black
is not so good. There is a perva-
sive negativism towards us (even
by gays themselves); homosex-
uality is considered undesirable,
inferior, and a second rate condi-
tion to be put up with at worst,
if you can't do anything better
about it, or avoided, prevented,
or changed if at all possible.
"Homosexuals are ~ talked
about but never with. Without
consulting us, people that have
set themselves up as our repre-
sentatives tell us what our prob-
lems are, what our conditions
are without the slightest notion.
"Homosexuals are first class
beings, homosexuality is a first
class state, and in short, 'Gay is
good."
Kameny then went on to dis-
cuss at length many cases of dis-
crimination on the part of the
american government's Civil
Service against homosexuals,
and even dredged up unfond mem-
ories of the McCarthy era and
the news blackouts that surround-
ed it because homosexuality
was not considered a topic or even
a word fit to print in public news-
papers.
He went on to prove tha "1. Ho-
mosexuals as people are fully
the equals (as people) to hetero-
sexuals, and 2. Homosexuality
as a condition, a state of being,
as a preference is totally on a
par with heterosexuality. When
people view homosexuality as a
disorder, they tend to ask 'What
causes homosexuality?' How
many among the heterosexual
crowd have spent hours search-
ing for the answer to the ques-
tion 'Why do I like women?' For
that reason I reject totally this
concept. It doesn't matter in the
least how or why we are as we
are or how we got that way."
"Society has brainwashed him
into believing that he (the homo-
sexual) and his state are second
rate, and that heterosexuality is
the more desirable state and
should be achieved if at all possi-
ble." Here again the black/white
analogy was used to great effec-
tiveness in that a black who tries
to pass as white is copping out as
is the gay who tries to pass as
straight.
Kameny has been an activist
or a militant ever since they
first became bad words. But to
live in our pluralistic society
"free of any kind of arrogant, in-
solent pressure, free of any kind
of penalty, disability, or disad-
vantage - public or private, offi-cial or unofficial, with the same
moral rights as any other minor-
ity (e.g. Jews, Catholics, or
blacks), and the same freedoms
as anyone else (as guaranteed by
the constitution)" he has found it
necessary more than once to fight
the institution. This institution
can often be narrowed down
from society in general to speci-
fic branches and departments of
the government, and even to spe-
cific people at times. He went on
to cite cases of legal barriers
wherein "if you follow the advice
of most marriage manuals, or
read the Sensuous Woman (or
Everything You Always Wanted
to Know...) you are liable to
ten years in jail ...and in Nevada
to life imprisonment for oral-
genital relationships. This means
any two people, not homosexuals,
but man and wife in the privacy
of their marital bed." Such are
the archaic laws which remain
in only two countries which pro-
fess themselves to be free: the
United States and Russia. These
laws are slowly being repealed,
but not fast enough to repair the
damage already done by injus-
tice.
He went on to cite case after
case of the government's idiocy
in court asking lunatically per-
sonal questions of self avowed
homosexuals (When, where, what,
with whom, how often, when was
the last time? etc.)
"When you are told all your
life that you and your condition
are second rate, no matter what
you may believe at the intellec-
tual level, down at the gut level
it sinks in and you start to be-
lieve it yourself and you start to
behave that way. Every minor-
ity has to go through this and
every minority has to undo it. It
is necessary to start at the roots
and create an entire wav of life
for our own people, contrasting
that to the stereotype of the "fag"
or the gay bar. We must give a
valid way of life to the teen aged
homosexual as well. They must
be brought up not to feel inferior,
but to believe in their life as be-
ing firstclass."
"In our society everyone is
brought up to expect as a matter
of course the basic rights of e-
quality, human dignity, accep-
tance, and the right to love whom
he wishes, how he wishes all
while being true to himself; as
the homosexual that he is he
has the absolute moral right to
expect this.
Wouldn't it be nice?
Dr. Franklin E. Kameny, founder of the Mattachine Society.
Peace Research Head Speaks Here
by Jim House
Dr. Alcott, director of the Can-
adian Peach Research Institute,
stated in a talk here that the next
generation and perhaps our gen-
eration has a good chance of be-
ing destroyed in a nuclear holo-
caust.
To give credence to his conten-
tion, Dr. Alcott cited the growing
production of intercontinental bal-
listic missiles by both the U.S.
and Russia (2,000 at present to
an estimated 5,000 by 1975); proli-
feration of the bomb to smaller
countries; production of chemi-
cal warfare materials (including
Canada's contribution to this
field in the form of a nerve gas
plant at Suffield, Alberta); and
increasingly sophisticated mis-
sile and ABM systems which re-
quire increasingly faster reaction
times, thus placing the decision-
making powers in machines rath-
er than human judgment.
Dr. Alcott dismissed the Test
Ban Treaty as a not too hopeful
sign for world peace. The Test
Ban Treaty has not been signed
by China or France and both coun-
tries continue atmospheric test-
ing. Also, the U.S. has tested the
same number of bombs now (40
per year) as before they signed
the treaty. The Amchitka blast
was just one in this series of test-
ing; it just happened to be the
largest nuclear device that has
been tested underground.
The Non-Proliferation Treaty
is equally uneffective. Countries
such as Japan, Israel, and India
have not signed the treaty and al-
though they do not have the bomb
now, they could certainly go
ahead with production rapidly
if they choose to do so.
Dr. Alcott's talk was refresh-
ing in that he seemed to be talk-
ing about reality. It seems many
political speeches and newsre-
ports simply omit a part of what
is "real" and thus their view-
point tends to be biased, unba-
lanced and distorted. For exam-
ple, look at the past three Ameri-
can presidents' explanation of
Vietnam. We have Kennedy's
"advisors", Johnson's "retalia-
tory strikes ", and Nixon's "Viet-
namization", "incursions ", and
"democratic elections".
Our generation can be guilty
of this same distortion. One was
told and was to think that all of
the protesters of the Amchitka
blast at Sarnia were dedicated,
serious, political, and self-sacri-
ficing. We were out there fight-
ing Tricky Dicky and his dirty
bomb. On one level of reality all
of this is true. On another it
seems quite different. After all,
it is possible to do the right
thing for the wrongreasons.
Of the few comments heard on
the buses and at the demonstra-
tion concerning Amchitka, per-
haps the most thought-out and
philosophical statement was
"Fuck the bomb". It seemed
some people were more concern-
Ed with getting "bombed" per-
sonally than by the Amchitka
bomb. Perhaps there are valid
reasons for people to act as if
they were going to a football
game rather than protest an act
against humanity. Maybe it's a
good way to get psyched-up (like
soldiers before a battle), maybe
people were scared, maybe ...
The question as to whether peo-
ple used the demonstration as a
reason to get high is not the im-
portant one. No one should be
against having fun or getting
stoned. But the important ques-
tion should be how to preserve
and perpetuate homo sapiens.
The means to attempt to save
mankind takes a kind of effort
that may not be fun. For example,
writing letters to government of-
ficials, walking in cold weather
on bridges (this is certainly one
aspect of the protest at Sarnia
that no one could say was fun), at-
tending meetings, joining study
groups, organize, etc. is not hav-
ing a merry old time.
So, what can a body do? Dr.
Alcott suggested more inter-or-
ganizational efforts among
groups that support change and
life (Pollution Probe, Zero Popu-
lation Growth, peace groups,
etc.). Many of us must take one
step back and first join one of
these groups before we can or-
ganize cooperative efforts. In a
recent T.V. interview a U.S. man-
ufacturer was asked why the
sale of kazoos had risen so rapid-
ly in the past year. His reply was,
"All kids want to do these days
is play music while the whole
world goes to hell." It may not be
bombs or pollution that kills us
but apathy.
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Your Student and Youth Fare Headquarters
Steakhouse and Tavern
GIVE YOUR TASTEBUDS A TREAT!
WATERLOO SQUARE SHOPPING CENTRE
Student Meal Cards Available ot 10% Discount
744-4782
220 King St. N. SWAN CLEANERS 10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
A QUICK CLEAN TRIP Across from wi.u Same Day Service
ENTERTAINMENT by George Olds
Coming up on Campus: Movies:
Act of the Heart with Canadians
Genevieve Bujold and Donald
Sutherland will be shown along
with Elliott Gould's I Love My. . . Wife on Tues. and Wed. (Nov.
23&24) in the Ballroom.
Circus Kazoo:
For children only! (Children
from 4 to 11 or from 18 to 80). Cir-
cus Kazoo is a play just for people
who are young. If everything goes
alright, we're going to bring you
a show on Saturday December 4th
and Saturday December 11th at
10:30 in themomingand 1:30 in the
afternoon. Admission: 50c for chil-
dren and $1.00 for adults in the
Ballroom.
The GoldenFleece:
So what's the "golden fleece"?
For one thing, it's what Jason got
when he got Medea. For another,
it's .. . well, we'll show you the
golden fleece when you come see—
you guessed it — The Golden
Fleece, a play by AR. Gurney,
Jr., performed in IEI, Tuesday
December 7, at 3:30 p.m. and Wed-
nesday, December 8 at 1:30 p.m.
Admission just 255. Produced by
special arrangement with Samuel
French, Inc.
Remember You need to touch
the fleece, you need to see it.. .
Also, next week, look for Crea-
tion 11, an experimental group
from Toronto who last year
brought us their own Dead Sun
Rise, will this week bring us a tri-
logy of plays which will include
their Toronto hit I Love You Billy
Striker. No other information at
press time, so watch for ads.
Chateau Cartier Wine Store Open-
ing
Last Tuesday, a new wine store
opened at Westmount Plaza. The
former Parkdale Wine Co. changed
its name to Chateau Cartier and
opened its seventh store in On-
tario (the first outside of Toron-
to) with a very successful wine &
cheese party. Since they sent the
column an invitation this plug is
a form of thanks. (lU, how
can you review a wine store open-
ing?) They served mainly their
extra dry Champagne but their
Resiling is better. Store is handier
to U. of W. than to here, though.
Creation II Performing at WLU
by Elizabeth Snider
Creation II will present To Be-
come a Drummer and I Love You
Billy Striker in the T.A. on Nov.
23, 24 & 25.
Creation II is a Canadian thea-
trical group of ten actors who
live communally in Toronto. The
group began two and a half years
ago, performing on street-comers
and experimental stages. Their
travels have taken them as far
away as British Columbia for
their Centennial celebration. They
have performed extensively in
Toronto at the Festival of Under-
ground Theatre, at the Factory
Theatre Lab and at the University
College Playhouse.
In September of this year, Doug
Porter, a graduate of the Honours
English programme at Waterloo
Lutheran joined the group.
Although they have a director,
Lewis Capson, Creation II works
co-operatively. The author (direc-
tor) and actors collaborate on the
plays. Capson is a graduate of
Yale Drama School's play writing
programme, and has been an in-
structor in theatre at York Uni-
versity. His concern is for hu-
manity in a technological society;
for God in a world of analysis.
According to Don Rubin in the To-
ronto Daily Star, "his is the
strong fundamental view of God
and man but it's also a view which
he has always been able to trans-
late into immensely theatrical
terms both personally and profes-
sionally."
The two plays Creation II will
be performing at Waterloo Luth-
eran are To Become a Drummer
and I Love you Billy Striker. They
are two plays from a triology,
"The True North Blueprint."
To Become a Drummer is a pic-
ture of the early years of Billy
Striker, a typical young Canadian
of Today. He spends his childhood
in Calgary, dreaming of becoming
an artist with his friend, August
Kubizak. By the end, in 1979, Cana-
da has been divided into five inde-
pendent nations ready to break in-
to civil war; the hero, Billy, has
become a failure as an artist. His
drum is a weapon, imposing his
beat of moral and ethical values
upon a disastrously divided people.
After a performance of the play in
Toronto, Urjo Karedo of the To-
ronto Daily Star, wrote "Well
writtenand beautifully performed,
To Become a Drummer is one of
the better theatrical bargains in
Toronto."
I Love You Billy Striker is set in
the year 2003 withBilly having tak-
en control of the Western world.
As seen from the viewpoint of a
certain Dr. Cline, the world is pre-
sented as a place where the only
crime is to be abnormal. To help
cure every abnormality, the
RCMP (Royal Canadian Medical
Police) is introduced. However,
Dr. Cline becomes disillusioned
with society, believing that life is
not just concerned with facts and
numbers. According to Don Rubin
again in the Toronto Daily Star,
"the play makes some rather ten-
der statements about thenature of
our world today and tomorrow. As
performed by Creation IPs com-
pany, it emerges also as a work of
interest and intelligence."
To Become a Drummer will be
performed Tues. Nov. 23 in theball-
room, and Thurs. Nov. 25 in the
T.A.; I Love You Billy Striker will
be performed Wed. Nov. 24 in the
T.A. All performances are at 8:30
p.m. Admission is $1.00.
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Visit the New, Sexciting, Continuous
Strip Tease
«v —non-stop
JtH| —nothing held back
m m —everthing goes
L**-*Jr You won't be disappointedJn LA PETITE
0 £ THEATRE
M v weekdays 6:30—12:30
WESTMOUNT PLACE HAIRSTYLING
For the latest in men's and women's
hair styles, see Mary, our latest addi-
tion.
For appointment phone 744-0821
WESTMOUNT PLAZA WATERLOO
Browns t
• ADIDAS L^Jbfa• ROSSGNOL Wwk^• C.C.M. 10 speeds $89.95• Broom ball equipment xll• Dynamic \^v
Specialists in Sports
2 King St. Cor. Erb Waterloo 579-6580
■fl€W#OftlWW
TAVERN
HOMEOFGRACIOUS DINING
for yourconvenience
take out and home delivery
50 WEBER ST. N. WATERLOO
Bridgeport Road and Weber Street
742-4488
PI i] \IW 3RD BIG WEEK
■ 111 1 rT COMING SAT. & SUNDAY 1:30I WEEKDAYS AT 7 8, 9 20PM
BRILLIANT, COMPLETELY FRESH
—Judith Crist
THE-STORY OF A GAMBLING MAN
AND A HUSTLING WOMAN!
Ml? MILLER Qmsfa 3&
WTfWWKWB 1 STARTS TO-NIGHTMitlf'w'niw EVENINGS AT7& 9 P.M.mmMgjfmftfijm MATINEE SATURDAY 2 P.M.
■ M "SFLFCTED AS AN OFFICIAL AMERICAN' -JHHL>ENTRY TOTHE CANNES FILM FESTIVAL"
•w&TAKING
A fOtMAN-CItOWN HAUSMAM, INCP«OOUCTIOW
IN ASSOCIATION WITH CIAUOf RFtU
«,.,« LYNN CARLIN - BUCK HENRY
FSTsTITiTF I NOW PLAYINGSATURDAY & SUNDAY AT 1:30 -3:30- 5:30 -7:40-9:50
WEEKDAYS AT 7:00 8. 9:15
About fighting your
way to the top Jh ik
and finding m i
no one there. H? H^^
A John F Bassett Production. Stdrrin gTrudy Young,Art Hindle, Frank Moore, AustinWillis,
Viv,an Reis.w.th JohnVernon as CoachWares. Screenplay by George Robertson,
Produced by John F Bassett, Directed by George McCowan.
featuring George Armstrong
AAI An and the Maple Leaf HockeyClub.
!!! CONTEST !!!
If you can correctly answer all of
the following questions and know
the name of the first graduate
from W.L.U., send your answers,
along with seventeen chocolate
bar wrappers (any kind), to the en-
tertainment editor, c/o the Cord.
The winner will be chosen at ran-
dom and will be given two free
tickets to We Bombed in New Hav-
en. Deadline: Monday, Nov. 22
atB:oop.m.
1. Who is Hazel Almond and why is
she saying all those terrible
things about us?
2. Who is the "us" in question one?
3. Who told "us" we couldn't ad-
vertise, display, and/or sell
tickets in the Concorse?
4. Who told "us" we could?
5. Who ripped off 60% of the In-
dians" posters and why?
6. Who was the person that order-
ed some taken down off two ad-
ministration bulletinboards?
7. What group on campus took
down 1 "Indians" poster, only
to write another ad on the back
of it for a conflicting event?
8. Why don't groups on campus
ever try to co-ordinate activit-
ies for the benefit of all con-
cerned?
9. Name the two resident artists
on campus and state for which
one Cultural affairs had a re-
ception on the same evening as
the otherhad a performance.
10. Guess which group on campus
has to rehearse from 11 p.m.
until FIVE A.M. because they
weren't allowed into the THEA-
TRE Auditorium until that
time?
11. Why wouldn't maintenance
move a lighting control panel
from IEI to the T.A. when asked
by one of the staff?
12. Why is it so difficult to put on
any kind of theatrical produc-
tion here on campus?
13. I could go on with more stupid
questions like these (and believe
me there are plenty more) but
and this is the clincher ques-
tion ; what's the use?
REDOUBLED
Some players use a strong, ar-
tificial, and forcing two club bid
to open all of their strong hands.
Souths opening is such a bid.
North would have bid two no-
trump over any other bid by his
partner to show a balanced hand of
twenty-two ■ to twenty-four high
card points, but he felt that a raise
would better describe his hand.
It not only described the kind of
hand he had, but also showed good
four card spade support. Souths
two spade bid had already forced
the partnership to game, and the
bid could notbe passed.
OpeningLead: Three ofHearts
Both Vulnerable.
West North East South
pass 2cl. pass 2sp.
pass 3sp. pass 4NT
pass 5 ht. pass 6 sp.
All pass
A club lead would have defeated
the contract with south as declar-
er, since both club honours are off
side, but with north playing the
hand, therecouldbe no defense.
In a team game last Sunday,
both declarers took two club fin-
esses and managed to go down.
One of those teams would finish
in a tie for first in a field of fourty-
eight if the hand had been played a
little more carefully.
South should win the opening
lead, draw trumps with the king
and queen of spades, cash a heart,
and two rounds of diamonds, and
ruff a diamond in his hand, when
he now leads the eight of clubs,
and plays small from dummy, he
puts east in an impossible posi-
tion. All leads that east makes
must denyhis side another trick.
Even some fairly good players
makeratherbad errors.
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SKIS
FROM $29.95- $185.00
CROSS COUNTRY SKIS
from $3.00 up
ADULT BUCKLE BOOTS
From $48.95- $195.00
THE SKI BARN
O.W. SPORTS
(across from Waterloo Sq.) 742-0712
KING'S
RESTAURANT
Chinese and Canadian Food
38 KING STREET IM. WATERLOO
FREE DELIVERY PHONE 579-5040
Remember the toy and
clothes drop in the Con-
course starting Dec. 1
Do you have a raffle ticket
why not
ABORTION
pregnancies up to 12 weeks
terminated from
$175.00
Medication, Lab Tests, Doc-
tors' fees included.
Hospital & Hospital affiliated
clinics.
(201)461-4225
24 hours — 7 days
LENOX MEDICAL
NO REFERRAL FEE
Starting Friday Nov. 26th
ONE OF THE GREAT FILMS
jttL OF OUR TIME!
fl P A TRUE GIANT
-ABC-TV
\mS UNFORGI™BLI!
wLlr THE ACTING IS
.EXTRAORDINARY
TIMOTH* MTTMtt UTHY FICIDI IWM MM? JUON MMAROS DOB AID SUTHERLAND OUUCWUIas the soldier at the virgin at the mother at the father as Chnat •• the nurse
Dalton Trumbo's
Johnny GotTiis Gun
a BRuce Campbellproduction From the b°° k that *>W over a million copies! Sflif
JERRY GROSS PRESENTS A CINEMATION INOUSTRfES RELEASE I^&aSW
/**.* / • '.
cashchek {**
chargex \k . .
and It**
charge accounts f*
welcome /#*
PA*
Lollipop Boutique / Westmount Place
(just behind Dominion)
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172 King St. W. Kitchener
745-6811
Womens Varsity
by Carolyn Baechler
On November 11, Women's Var-
sity Basketball team travelled
down the road to play University
of Waterloo Athenas. Athenas, re-
presenting the 1970 Ontario
Champs, defeated Lutheran 61-36.
Losing only two of twelve play-
ers from last year, U. of W. are
rated the top team in the league.
Athenas played a man to man de-
fense the entire game and man-
aged to take an early lead and
maintain it throughout the game.
Patti Bland led the Athena attack
with 14 points. Although the Lu-
theran team played a good defen-
sive game they were unable to de-
fend against the Uniwat fast-
break. Joanne Tully dropped in
13 points in a losing cause while
Carolyn Baechler added 10.
League play continues on Novem-
ber 16 when Lutheran hosts Mc-
Master.
The Brantford Blues visited
Waterloo Lutheran on November
4, looking for another victory
over the Women's Varsity Bas-
ketball Team. However, the visit-
ors were handed a convincing 52-
-34 defeat at Cameron Heights
gym. The Blues, after having de-
feated our Women's Basketball
Team 48-39 were outplayed as
the Lutheran cagers outrebound-
ed the visitors. Because of a
"mix-up" in the reservation of
the gym the first half was played
on only a quarter of a court.
Lutheran only maintained a nine
point advantage in the first half,
but the second half on the larger
court permitted the home team
to work their offense effectively.
Carolyn Baechler led Lutheran
with 19points, while Joanne Tully
dropped in 12 points to pace the
winners. Mary Jonker scored eight
points for Brantford and Sue
Gibbs followed with seven points.
Hawks Overpower Trent
by Jon Murphy
The Waterloo Lutheran Univer-
sity Golden Hawks, paced byrook-
ie Jim McCrae's hat trick, de-
feated Trent University, 8-2, in
an exhibition hockey game, Satur-
day November 13, at the Memorial
Gardens in Peterborough.
Mcßae, a former Kitchener
Ranger, picked up a second peri-
od goal and fired two more in
the third while Captain Doug
Tate added 2nd and 3rd period
markers to lead the Hawks to
their first victory of the season.
Montani, MacMillan and May al-
so scored for the Hawks. Ron
McCosh accounted for both of
Trent's goals.
Hawk coach Larry Pfuff, set
back with the loss of veteran de-
fenseman Dave Ormerod, out of
the lineup with appendicitis ex-
perimented throughout the game
with numerous line changes.
Ex-football Hawks, Art Lestins
and Rick Henderson, trying out
for defensive berths on the club
got an opportunity to prove them-
selves as Pfuff gave them a regu-
lar shift throughout the game.
Pat Montani, Hawks' defensive
regular, played left wing during
the encounter and picked up his
first goalof the season.
Surprisingly, Trent out shot
Lutheran 44-22, which included
25 3rd period tries on veteran
Hawk goalie George Blinkhorn
who played exceptionally well.
Lutheran's rookie goalie Doug
Smith shut-out Trent in the first
half of the game.
The Hawks will meet Ryerson
Rams in the O.U.A.A. League
opener Thursday evening Novem-
ber 18th and will host the Univer-
sity of Windsor Lancers Saturday
afternoon November 20th, both
games being played at the Kitch-
ener Auditorium.
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If you re about to graduate, you'realso about It's called "How to separate yourself from
to move into a corporate world dominated by older the herd." It talks about handling nervousness,
people. Older people have been known to getquite money, and the guy across the desk from you. It
tense about long hair and beards. talks about hair and how to turn an interview around.
What do you do if your hair is longer than Things like that,
theirs? Cut it off and feel like a cop out? Leave it and You'll find it tucked into a much larger book,
risk losing a fine job? also new, called The Employment Opportunities
Not shattering questions. But they may be Handbook. The handbook is yours for the asking at
part of a thicket of little problems, all twitching at you the placement office,
as you start those job interviews. Please understand, though. We don't kid
We wrote a booklet about going to job inter- you that eight pages, packed or otherwise, are going
views. Eight pages only, but we packed it with what to pull off a miracle between now and the time you
we've learned about coming face to face with stran- take your first interview,
gers. The thrust is simple: how to approach, engage But they justmight help,
in and leave an interview on your own terms.
lONDONUFE
lnsuranceCompany,London,Canada
Support the Hawks
Naismith Basketball Tourney
UofW
Friday, November 26
6:30 P.M.
We are against poisonous weeds of any kind, but we must
carefully distinguish between what is really a poisonous weed
and what is really a fragrant flower.
from On the Correct Handling of Contradictions Among the People
the Peak.
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